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Abstract
There are plenty of applications of finite element methods (FEM) in various fields. FEM itself
stands strong in the field of structural analysis and the trend of applying it into asphalt pavement
is widespread. As the mechanistic analysis becomes an important part of pavement design for
the estimation of its structural response, FEM in terms of precise mechanical design became one
of a strategic tool. Hereinafter a short overview of FEM adapted flexible pavement design field
will be introduced. The main focus will be on how the material model for each layer of pavement
structure is embodied in FE modeling. The aim of this overview is to show a stream of FEM
application in flexible pavement design and call an attention to its potential. A strong point and
shortcoming will be introduced as well, and try to reflect recent trends.
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1. Introduction

2. Constitutive equations of pavement layers

For decades, the multilayered elasticity model is widely used in
pavement structure analysis. Software based on multilayered elastic
model such as ILLIPAVE, MICHPAVE and EverStress are easy
to use, however, granular material of pavement structure shows
nonlinear behavior that is there is a need of mechanistic analyses
which can deal with this characteristic. FE method can be powerful
tool for this thanks to its user define element command. Not
only the measurement of critical response can be done easily by
FE program, but also it helps analysts to build a stress-dependent
material model by editing some part of codes so FEM can be
distinguished from existing multilayer elastic analysis programs.
As the design concept of Mechanistic-Empirical design on
pavement design was introduced, there are the various tool
for supporting mechanistic design also become widespread.
Representatively, Finite Element (FE) Method is one of the tool
for mechanistic design. Since the commercial FE analysis solution
contains constitutive equations in itself, the FE method could be
used in pavement design to model the viscoelasticity or anisotropy.
However, commercial FE solutions do not fully support nonlinear
analysis of pavement design like stress dependent strength in each
layers, and not suitable for the purpose of investigating material
properties. Thus in recent days researchers are trying to involve
this nonlinearity into analysis in their own codes.
Here the followings are about those codes in time series.
Tried to introduce essential process during development
of numerical model and the background of FE analysis in
pavement design.

Pavement is composite with layers, which are having
different material property from each other but work together
to move as a one structure so it makes analysis be difficult. The
essence of analysis is to verify each layer’s response to depict
the behavior of whole pavement structure. FE is the tool for this
verification. Followings are well known constitutive equations
for each layer.
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2.1 Asphalt concrete surface layer
The dynamic modulus measured over various temperature
ranges and load cycles can be converted into master curves that
represent the physical properties of the asphalt concrete for
pavement thickness design and for the performance analysis.
Most of case asphalt binder and mixture is affected by
temperature and loading frequency. These material properties
cause those bituminous layer displays viscoelasticity. As a
strength parameter of these bituminous material’s property,
dynamic modulus (E*) is used:
(1)
This complex modulus is a function of stress and strain
), phase angle ( ), angular frequency ( ) and
amplitudes (
imaginary number.
Bituminous materials like asphalt mixture displays time
dependent mechanical behavior. A Huet-Sayegh model
describes response of bituminous material. This mathematical
representation can simulates the behavior of asphalt mixes
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in cycling tests in wide frequency range [1]. This model is
implemented as a rheological model which employs additional
dashpot in series along with spring elements (Fig. 5).
Mathematical expression of Huet-Sayegh model is below, Eq. (2).
(2)

contribution of the material in deep part plays an important
role on the deflection in multi-layer system than the half-space
[6], [12]. This analysis shows the awareness of effect on surface
deflection of sub-layer is important, and has to guarantee enough
depth but does not exceed length-to-width ratio five to one.

Eq. (2) indicates a shear modulus in Huet-Sayegh model
in frequency domain.
is rubbery shear modulus,
is
instantaneous shear modulus. and are parabolic dashpot’s
time constant,
, and are model parameters.
2.2 Subgrade
Subgrade modulus shows a stress-dependency on its
modulus, thus the modeling of it includes the modulus values
assigned to any element are related to previously computed
values of stress for that element [2], [4].
It is known that subgrade modulus (Mr) is the key factor
which controls the surface deflection in flexible pavement
since base course layer modulus and asphalt surface modulus
have minor effect on surface deflection compare to effect
of subgrade modulus [22]. Among the intense studies on
constitutive models of subgrade, followings are the roots of
widely used ones until now (Table 1). Main features of those
models is that it contain stress state; principal stress (σ3), bulk
stress (θ), deviatoric stress (σd) inside the modulus (Mr).
Model name
Confining model [4]
K-θ model [5]
Uzan model [6]

Subgrade modulus
Mr = k1 (σ3)k2
Mr= k1 (θ)n
Mr= k1 (θ)k2 (σd)k3

Table 1. Subgrade modulus models
1. táblázat Modellek az alapréteg modulusának meghatározására

The models shown in Table 1, Mr is related to stress state in
complicate relation. FE method is practical to predict stress
states with accuracy and includes those stress state got from
the formal analysis step to following analysis step instantly.

3. FE model
The pavement is a layered structure and the load applied is
delivered on the AC surface to the underlying layers. Thus the
modeling of the pavement structure is to set element data for each
layer and consider all layers acting as whole one structure. Fig. 1
describes the cross section of numerical model, and positioned
the critical point where the plastic distress occurs. Geometry
and load configuration look simple to model, but there is a
complexity on modeling realistic behavior of computation.
From the studies researchers found that granular materials of
pavement structure exhibits stress-dependency that is resilient
behavior. FE programs that analyze pavement structures need
to take into account this nonlinearity resilient characterization
to make much realistic analysis.
The difference in behavior between a homogeneous (elastic
half system) and a layered system modeled by FE method is
shown in Fig. 3, where the contributions to surface deflection
are functions of depth beneath the surface. It shows that the

Fig. 1 Typical cross section of pavement with critical locations [19]
1. ábra A pályaszerkezet kritikus feszültségeinek típusa és helyzete [19]

In terms of convenient and accurate analysis, the former ones
are suitable with relatively simple inputs. The latter ones are for
realistic analysis but requires analysts a period to be skilled. The
result may differ from the analysts because the assumptions
on inputs during modeling process are up to analysts. There
guidelines exist to avoid individual error and set a ready-to-use
input guide [1]. Followings are the introduction of studies to
set a subjective input variables.
3.1 Material modeling
Material selection in FE modeling is the crucial process.
To build more realistic numerical model, the proper material
selection has to be followed. There are the isotropic and
anisotropic material models which can be modeled by differ the
horizontal and vertical elastic modulus. Since the soil particle
is not a regular shaped, considering the anisotropic properties
of materials during modeling can be sometimes needed.
Anisotropic properties of materials have no significant effect
on the magnitude of pavement displacement under traffic
loads, while have significant effect on the magnitude of tensile
strain. However, in terms of service life there is no significant
difference between isotropic and anisotropic models [18]. Fig.
2 shows the differences in the tensile strain at the bottom of the
asphalt layer between isotropic model and anisotropic model
(where, n = Eh/Ev).

Fig. 2 Comparison between measured and calculated longitudinal strain at the
bottom of the wearing surface [18]
2. ábra A mért és számított vízszintes húzófeszültség közötti összehasonlítás a
kopóréteg alján [18]
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Another material model to decide is to determine whether
the model will be linear or nonlinear. A thing to be cleared is
that thanks to resilient behavior of pavement, it is enough to set
up model system with an elastic constitutive relationship. The
fact that well known is that granular materials and subgrade
soils performs non-linear resilient behavior which is varied by
level of stress.
Most of time the design of pavement stress is based on
multilayered elasticity theory, however, disadvantage of this
theory comes from its assumption; each layer is homogeneous
throughout the layers. In particle level, material behaves in
nonlinear way and if the model neglects this nonlinearity then
it cannot have much realistic results. FE programs are used
to solve this shortcoming by combining the material models;
until now K – θ model and bilinear material model is used
for granular layer to reflect this nonlinearity. The effect of
nonlinearity of base course is reduced as the elastic modulus of
surface course increases [10], [23].
The model with consideration of dynamic analysis,
viscoelasticity and nonlinearity, and temperature gradient lies
along field data whereas simple model assumption produces
high errors especially when the viscoelasticity of asphalt
mixture was not considered [10].
As one of the powerful feature of FE program is that analysts
can use user define material subroutines. With this subroutine,
evaluation of interlayer is available which makes FE model
much more realistic. There is a study which employs spring
element (partial bond) and set different spring constants in
different directions of axes [11]. The whole pavement structure
is layered and is the layers are not fully (asphalt layers), or not
bonded at all (granular layers). By using user define material
models, modeling of this kind of partial boding condition is
possible [5].
It is well known that a comprehensive analysis of flexible
pavements should include the stress-dependent behavior of
granular base course and the cohesive subgrade, finite width of
the AC pavement, multiple wheel loading at any location of the
given domain being analyzed, and partial bonding between the
AC and the granular layer [5]. The challenge in the modeling
of asphalt mixture contain the highly heterogeneous nature
including aggregate internal structure and air void distribution,
the time, temperature and rate-dependent behavior of the
matrix and the limited computation capacity for very precise
prediction [23].
A non-linear and time dependent analysis by FE method,
literatures suggests to use a time depend materials. By taking
step by step analysis the time dependent problem is solved. In
this time interval, stress has to be constant and this interval
has to be small enough. The viscoelastic pavement model; use
the concept of simulating the partial bond condition between
the asphalt and the base layer [11]. Time histories of strains or
creep stiffness of creep tests are needed to simulate viscoelastic
responses of asphalt material [14].
3.2 Mesh
The most time and effort consuming part is mesh generation
in FE analysis. The mesh size is directly related to the accuracy
of the results, and the cost of analysis. Fine mesh produces
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much more accurate result compared to coarse mesh but
not always the finer mesh is adequate since there is a certain
level that suits the accuracy and economy at the same time.
Designers are intensively trying to find such level and build
criteria for it.
Computed stress accuracy is related to mesh in vertical
direction and deflection is related in horizontal direction mesh.
Vertical extent of finite element mesh dominates convergence
of stress [11]. The selection for the element sizes is based on the
mesh convergence analysis.
The degree of mesh refinement is an important factor in
estimating an accurate stress filed in the pavement. The mesh
construction, mesh refinement, element aspect ratios and
material non-linearity affect the overall time efficiency. For
the three-dimensional problems, a careful balance is required
to meet the demands of solution time and memory without
sacrificing accuracy [13].
In the pavement analysis, mesh size determination is an
important matter of fatigue crack analysis. Traffic flow is
usually modeled as an axle fatigue load with equivalent fatigue
damage. FE method is useful to determine the reference stress
for fatigue life estimation and at the same time investigation of
interaction between pavement and bridge deck [3]. So that it
helps to decide the allowable stress level of pavement structure.
3.3 Load and boundary condition
Tire contact pressure is modeled as a uniformly distributed
load in circular or rectangular area, see Fig. 3. The selection
of analysis model is also one of the factor that influences on
analysis result. Designers can choose between statistical analysis
and dynamic analysis. Statistical analysis is economically
effective and reliable but the dynamic analysis reflects much
more realistic effect on model.

Fig. 3 Comparison of surface deflections of elastic half-space and layered system [6]
3. ábra A rugalmas féltérben és többrétegű rendszerben létrejövő behajlások
összehasonlítása [6]
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Most of cases tire pressure is modeled as a contact stress at
the area where the tire is standing on pavement surface and is
to be a distributed load on a contact area. The contact area can
be modeled as a circular shape or rectangular shape, and in the
case when contact is modeled in rectangular shape it is guided to
have a dimension of BΧ0.7B. The moving tire can be embody as
an imprint area to represent a smooth pavement surface [8], [9].

Hooke’s linear elastic model is used for mechanistic analysis
and design of asphalt pavement structures. It is considered to
be appropriate for determination of response of asphalt layers
at lower temperatures [19].
The rheological behavior directly connected to deterioration
and determine the thickness of layers. Bituminous materials like
asphalt mixture displays time dependent mechanical behavior.
A Huet-Sayegh model, Eq. (3) describes response of bituminous
material. This mathematical representation can simulates the
behavior of asphalt mixes in cycling tests in wide frequency range
[1]. This model reflect the time lag between stress and response
due to the viscoelastic behavior of bituminous asphaltic material
in pavement structure. Burger, Maxwell, and Kelvin models
are included in mechanical model for viscous material as well,
however they have constrain that they do not fully draw complex
behavior of asphalt concrete. Whereas Huet-Sayegh model has
shortcoming which does not reflect irreversible deformation
properly compare to those models (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Rheological models of the materials of asphalt layers: A) Hooke’s elastic model,
B) Burgers’ viscoelastic model, C) Huet-Sayegh’s viscoelastic model [15]
5. ábra Az aszfaltrétegek anyagainak reológiai modelljei: A) Hooke-féle rugalmas
modell, B) Burgers-féle viszkoelasztikus modell, C) Huet-Sayegh-féle
viszkoelasztikus modell [15]

Fig. 4 Finite element configuration used for analysis of layered system-deep bottom
boundary [6]
4. ábra A többrétegű rendszer elemzéséhez használt véges elemes összeállítás [6]

There are two types of thermal strains which are interesting in
mechanistic design. One is thermal gradient and the other one
is uniform thermal strains. The formal one happens because of
the temperature change in a day, and the latter one is because
of temperature change due to seasons. In the FE modeling,
the thermal load can be modeled by applying gravity load in
separate time step and propagate gravity load to get a thermal
gradient profile [18], [17], [7], [16].

To account for the variation in the modulus of elasticity with
depth within a layer, the layer should be divided into several
sublayers and the modulus should be gradually varied between
the layers.
To numerically solve a boundary value problem that involves
boundaries extending to infinity (e.g. subgrade), the domain
must be truncated at a reasonable distance from the loads.
For this reason, the size of the computational domain and the
effects of the boundary conditions at the truncated remote
boundaries has to be carefully studied [20], [11].
Subgrade layer is modeled to be infinite in vertical direction. Take
into account the computation time and cost, the size of domain
has to be determined. For the analysis of structure, set the proper
boundary condition is crucial part in modeling. In 1968 there was
a study which verified boundary condition that produces accurate
results is to set fixed boundary at a depth about 50 radii and
constrained from moving in radial direction about 12 radii from
the center when the FE model is under circular distributed load [2].
A model which is large enough can avoid the boundary effect.
To determine the domain size differs from designers and this step
is comparison of structural responses when boundary position is
10 to 50 times from the center of symmetry. A research suggests
a general criteria for circular distributed load, designers to use a
domain 150 times bigger than loading radius [21].
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3. Conclusions
This is a very short review about the concerns and choices
when do the modeling with FE software. There are more and
more demand for accurate analysis to save design cost and
ensure structure integrity during its service life. Now the
design trend is changing empirical method into MechanisticEmpirical method for that purpose. Along with mechanisticempirical analysis, various mechanical model is verified and
applied in the FE method in a user define element command.
From the choice of proper material model to set proper mesh
size and boundaries are all done by analyst in FE analysis.
All of the stages in modeling process a series of selection is
continued and it makes whole design process be dependent on
analysts. These selection problems make modeling be difficult
and complicated. To overcome, many researchers carry out
a sensitivity tests to verify and choose which parameter is
crucial and has impact on the response. In closure, there is a
need to catch up the gap between numerical models which can
overcome the complexity in real behavior due to mechanical
interaction in each layers.
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Végeselem modellezés használata mechanikus
pályaszerkezet-méretezéshez. Áttekintés: a modell
felépítésétől az anyag valódi összetettségéig
A végeselem modellezést (VEM) számos tudományos
területen alkalmazzák. A VEM a szerkezeti vizsgálatok
területén rendkívül megalapozott, de az aszfaltburkolatú
útpályaszerkezetek méretezése terén is egyre gyakrabban merül fel az alkalmazása, sőt, ahogy a szerkezet
terhelésre adott reakcióinak becslése a pályaszerkezetméretezés alapvető összetevője, a véges elemmel végzett
precíz modellezések egyre fontosabbá válnak. A cikk a VEM
pályaszerkezet-méretezés során való alkalmazásairól ad
összefoglalást, az egyes szerkezeti rétegeknek a modellben
való felépíthetőségére fókuszálva. A cikk célja emellett felhívni a figyelmet a VEM-ben rejlő lehetőségekre, miközben a
VEM erősségei mellett rámutat annak gyengeségeire is.
Kulcsszavak: végeselem módszer, aszfaltburkolat model
lezése, anyagmodell
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